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What is Zero Trust?
Zero Trust is a strategic approach to cyber security.
With Zero Trust access is not granted
automatically based on an attribute such as
network location or IP address or even identity.
In essence it means no one accessing a network
should be automatically trusted but should always
be verified and re-verified. Establishing Zero Trust
involves a continuous process of checks derived
from a mix of identity and context-based aspects.
The Zero Trust mantra of ‘Never Trust Always
Verify’ means devices should not be trusted by
default, even if they are connected to a managed
corporate network and were previously verified.
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Increased Insider Threats: Over the last 2 years
the number of insider incidents has increased
by 47%.
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Zero Trust with Microsoft and Fortinet
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What Solutions
do you Need?
We have devised a series of Trust Gates that
use a mix of Fortinet and Microsoft Solutions

Next Steps
Contact us for a consultation about establishing
Zero Trust in your organisation. We will review
your current solution set identifying gaps and will
deliver back to you a set of recommendations to
achieve a Zero Trust environment.

Building company culture starts at
the top.
Our Executive Training modules
explain cyber risk in a business
context.
Executives and board members
will understand the importance of
driving a cyber culture within their
role.
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